No-Sew Dice Bag

WHAT YOU’LL NEED:

- Felt, fleece, or other dense fabric that doesn’t fray when cut
- Fabric marker or sharpie
- Scissors
- Macramé cord or other durable cord/ribbon
- Beads (optional)
- Plastic craft needle (optional)

1. Trace an 8- to 12-inch circle on your fabric and cut it out. Plates work well but any flat circular object will do. Be mindful of the fabric pattern if you want to feature a specific area.

2. Decide which side of your fabric will be the inside of your bag. On this side, make 12 marks where the numbers of a clock would be, about an inch from the edge.

OVER
3. Make small cuts, about ½ inch, on each mark. Be sure not to get too close to the edge, or the fabric may tear. Thread your cord through the slits, in one and out the next. A plastic needle can help with this.

4. Cinch the bag closed to determine how much cord you will need and cut to an appropriate length. Add beads for decoration and secure with a knot. Unravel the ends of the cord to make tassels or leave them as is.